Detective finds genius

EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) A Michigan State University student who disappeared, feared dead through a mishap, was last seen alive and well, the boy’s family said Sunday.

The body of James Dallas Egbert III, a computer science student from Dayton, Ohio, was recently found in an elaborate intellectual tunnel system beneath the campus.

It was also feared that Egbert’s disappearance might have been connected to a bizarre attempt to act out a myth. The boy’s family said he wished to be cremated, and that Egbert himself had been acting oddly.

Detective Sylvia Moore, said in a telephone interview from the Egbert home in Dayton, Ohio, that his parents were notified by William Dear, a Dallas Detective hired by the family to help in the search.

"Oh, Mother! They found him, and he’s alive," Mrs. Moore quoted her daughter, Anna Egbert, as saying.

She said they received the call about 6:35 p.m. EDT Thursday, and were instructed by Dear to fly to a destination she would not identify.

"Mr. Dear just called and said, ‘We have your son,’“ Mrs. Moore said tearfully. "He said he wished to be cremated, but did not give any explanation.”

Mrs. Moore refused to identify the parents who would be reunited with their son but said it was not in Ohio or Michigan.

President Cam 1 designated the $95 million in wreckage left by Hurricane Frederic howled northward through the narrow streets and western Georgia.

In 1969, more than 250 people drowned when a hurricane struck three counties, and one in Florida.

In this historic port city, 100 m.p.h. winds uprooted giant trees, smashed downtown storefronts and knocked down the debris into the narrow streets and scattered it over wide areas. Officials estimated damage costs would certainly mount into the millions of dollars, but would not offer estimates.

President Carter announced 30,000 additional relief workers, Florida and Alabama as major disaster areas. Officials were notified of the White House by the president, who will personally inspect the area by helicopter today.

Looting broke out in Mobile and suburban parts of the city, centered near Tuscaloosa, Ala., and moving northward through southeastern Mississippi and into Alabama, and the National Guard was called out to aid police.

A 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew was imposed in Mobile.

Though weakening, the storm was still dumping heavy rains and packing winds up to 60 m.p.h., strong enough to knock down power lines as far north as Birmingham, Ala.

At 3 p.m. EDT Frederic downgraded to tropical storm status as it centered near Pascagoula, Miss., a shipbuilding city of about 28,000 people heeded the call to evacuate. Florida Gov. Bob Graham estimated that hundreds of thousands of people heeded the call to evacuate. Florida Gov. Bob Graham estimated that the damage in the Florida Panhandle area between Panama City and Pensacola would exceed the $97 million in wreckage left by Hurricane Camille on the East Coast two weeks ago. Mississippi Gov. Cliff Finch put the damage in his state at more than $50 million.

No police action will be taken against the man who drowned after he fell from a rig tender, and three persons were missing and presumed drowned.

At least two people were missing and presumed drowned: one off the Louisiana coast and one in Florida.

Committee finalizes plans for senior trip

Plans for the senior class trip to Acapulco are in the final stages of preparation, according to Julie Essig, a senior class trip coordinator.

Due to increased fuel prices, the trip will cost a total of $536. Therefore, those students who made a fifty-dollar deposit last spring will be required to pay a balance of $266.00. Students wanting to withdraw from the trip and have their fifty-dollar deposit refunded must withdraw by Monday, Sept. 17 or Tuesday, Sept. 18.

Students who paid their fifty-dollar deposit last spring can pay the balance of $266 on Wed. and Thurs. at the appropriate places and times.

If for any reason an individual fails to withdraw on the assigned days and does not pay the balance by the assigned dates, they forfeit their place on the trip and no refund will be made to them, according to Trip Coordinator Essig. Finally, because room assignments will be made in groups of four, each student must come prepared to list their potential roommate choices.

Itineraries concerning the trip will be available at the week prior to departure.

Frederic pushes into Gulf Coast

MOBILE, Ala. (AP) Hurricane Frederic pushed inland yesterday after cutting a 100-mile-wide swath through the scenic Gulf Coast, leaving behind a rubble of splintered dwellings, boats and businesses and at least eight people dead.

Some of the more than 400,000 people who had fled before the hurricane moved ashore Wednesday picked their way back home only to find their houses in shambles. Thousands of others remained in emergency shelters.

The storm killed a 4-year-old girl who died when a mobile home was overturned in Mobile, a 76-year-old heart attack victim, an oil rig worker who drowned when he fell from a rig tender, and three persons in auto crashes.

At least two people were missing and presumed drowned:

- one off the Louisiana coast
- one in Florida.

Crew club president meets citizen to settle disagreement over noise

Crew Club President Jay Ferrero met with a complaining citizen last night to settle a dispute which led to the confrontation on the St. Joseph River Tuesday morning.

The two discussed the possibility of the crew team practicing before 7 a.m. and possible regulations to manage the noise disturbance incurred during the confrontation.

Last night’s meeting was preceded by another meeting with Dean of Students James Roemer in which Ferrero presented his proposal.

A megaphone used by the coach to instruct the team from a launch was the cause of the noise complaint. Since the river is only one-quarter mile wide and the crew team usually rows to three miles away, the megaphone had been blaring into the residences along the shore at a distance of about one hundred feet.

To alleviate this problem Ferrero’s proposal called for directing the megaphone across the wider stretch of the river and that the team would try to row closer to the center of the river. Ferrero also proposed simply to ban the use of any megaphone before 7 a.m., although coaching may be inhibited.

No police action will be taken against the man who drowned after he fell from a rig tender, and three persons were missing and presumed drowned.

No steps have been taken to bring the incident before the Conservation Department.

Says Roemer, "I think it is likely that a compromise will be reached. We want to come to a compromise that will allow the students to get on the river before 7 a.m. and still respect the rights of the citizens along the river."
Friday, September 14, 1979

2 pm MASS, friends of the mentally retarded and l'arche, SACRED HEART CRYPT, refreshments after the mass.
3:30 pm COMPUTER MINI-COURSE, "intermediate programming with fortran," 115 CCMB, free of charge, sponsored by computing center.
3:30 pm TENNIS smc vs. ind. st. u., ANGELA COURTS
4:30 pm COLLOQUIUM, "a mathematical theory of competition on micro-organisms in continuous cultures," prof. paul waltman, u. of iowa, CCMB
5:15 pm MASS & SUPPER, BULLA SHED
7, 9, 11 pm FILM, "harold & maude," ENGR. AUD., sponsored by student union, $1
7, 8:45 & 10:30 pm FILM, "high anxiety," CARROLL HALL, SMC, $1
7, 9, 11 pm FILM, "everything you always wanted to know about sex," KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HALL, $1 (members free)

Saturday, September 15, 1979

7:30 am TEST, medical college admissions test, ENGR. AUD.
9 am TENNIS, nd/smc tennis tournament, ANGELA & ND COURTS
9:15 am TRIP, to sr. marita's primary day school, sponsored by alpha phi omega service frat., BACK OF ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
2 pm MICHIGAN SMOKER, K OF C HALL, open to members and their guests
2:20 pm FOOTBALL, nd vs. michigan, ANN ARBOR
7, 9, 11 pm FILM, "everything you always wanted to know about sex," K OF C HALL, $1 (members free)
7, 8:45 & 10:30 pm FILM, "high anxiety," CARROLL HALL, SMC, $1

Sunday, September 16, 1979

2 pm L'ARCHE MASS, SACRED HEART CRYPT, everyone welcome
2 pm MEETING, self defense and judo, sponsored by nd judo club, the self defense judo club is going to be outlined, JUDO CLUB, the self defense judo club is going to be outlined, SECOND FLOOR ROCKNE SOUTH GYM
3, 6, 8 pm FILM, "controlling interest: the world of the multinational corp.," WASH. HALL, sponsored by student government & center for experiential learning
3, 6, 8:30 pm FILM, "norma rae," ENGR. AUD.
4 pm SEMINAR, christian spirituality, open to all, LOG CHAPEL
4, 7, 9 pm FILM, "the politics of torture," WASH. HALL, sponsored by student govt. & center for experiential learning
6:45 pm MEETING, cila, LIBRARY AUD.
7, 9, 11 pm FILM, "everything you always wanted to know about sex," K OF C HALL, $1 (members free)
7 pm LECTOR WORKSHOP, for all who plan to be lectors at hall masses, HAYES-HEALY AUD., sponsored by campus ministry
7:30 pm MEETING, new members welcome, sponsored by bicycle touring club, LAFORTUNE BASEMENT

Weather
Partly cloudy today and cool. High in the mid and upper 60s. Clearing tonight and cooler. Low in the low and mid 40s. Mostly sunny tomorrow and cool. High in the low and mid 60s.

SMC employee dies
James Jump, 20, a worker for five years at Saga Foods at Saint Mary's, died Wednesday in St. Joseph Hospital of an apparent heart attack. He was born on June 23, 1959, in Evansville, IL. He lived in South Bend since 1967, after moving from Evansville, IN. Jump was a sophomore at the Michiana College of Commerce. Services will be at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow in Corpus Christi Catholic Church. Burial will be in St. Joseph Valley Memorial Park. Friends may call from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. today in the Guisinger Colonial Chapel. The rosary will be recited at 7 p.m.

Surviving are his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Jump, a sister, Mrs. Jill Hollembek of Lafayette, and six brothers, Darryl, of Evansville, Jerome, a student at Purdue, and John, Jeffrey and Jay, all of South Bend.
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MIT energy-study head defends nuclear option

HERSHEY, Pa. (AP) - Dr. Norman Rasmussen, author of a report that served for a time as a standard on atomic safety, defended the nuclear power option yesterday despite the risks highlighted by the Three Mile Island accident.

"If we wait for a no-risk solution to the energy problem, we suggest we'll get no solution at all, and that, in the end, could be the biggest mistake," said Rasmussen, head of nuclear energy studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Rasmussen spoke at a conference on radiation and health held here, 10 miles from the site of the worst commercial nuclear accident in U.S. history. The conference was sponsored by Penn State University.

He acknowledged that nuclear power involves risk of injury, early mortality, latent cancers, genetic defects and other diseases but added: "I have concluded the risks are small compared to many other risks we accept in our society."

"If the aircraft industry was based on the possibility of a plane crashing into Yankee Stadium, it wouldn't exist," Rasmussen said.

He also predicted the March 28 accident would yield benefits, including "a real shakeup" of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. "TM1 will have a net positive impact on the safety of reactors, if we don't wipe out the option all together," he said.

"It reduced the air of complacency among utility operators," Rasmussen said.

Last night, the Board of Commissioners explored the possibility of strengthening controls on the use of organization funds. Several board members expressed concern about lack of control over funds once they had been allocated.

A working proposal was submitted giving the student body greater responsibility of insuring that allocated funds are used for worthwhile purposes. The student body treasurer could then bring any questionable expenditures to the attention of the Board. However, no formal proposal was completed.

The board also set Sept. 27 as the date for the organizations' budget hearings. Any organizations seeking funds should submit their proposals then.

The commissioner reiterated the criteria for an organization to receive student funds. Bill Roche, Student Body President, stressed that the number of students who are to benefit should be the primary consideration. Final budget decisions will be released Sunday, Sept. 30.

The Board also reaffirmed support for the CLC's keg proposal. The administration is expected to release a decision on the proposal within the next ten days. If a rejection should be handed down, appeals will be prepared.

NEW Shanghai Restaurant

Specializing in Northern Chinese Mandarin Food

Featuring:
- 8 Entrees, Chinese American Lunch Buffet
- Sunday Brunch served 11:00-3:00
- Mongolian Style Barbeque (cooked in dining room)
- Live Band "Champion"

Dancing, Tue.-Sat., 9:00-1:30
Located at Randall's New Century Inn
Just minutes away from campus
Phone 272-7900 For Reservations

Board proposes tighter fund control

Vita discusses social space plans

By Mary Fran Callahan

Funds for improvement of hall social space may be allocated, according to Bill Vita, Student Body vice president, but contrary to what he said at the Hall President's Council meeting Tuesday night, the money is not yet in the budget.

A coordinating committee has been formed to investigate the condition and amount of social space in the halls. Its members are Fr. John Van Velwes, vice president for Student Affairs; Thomas Mason, vice president for Business Affairs; Donald Dietrich, head of Maintenance; Fr. Michael Heppen, director of Student Accounts, and students Jose Marrero, Frank Guifoyllo, and Vita.

Vita said that he, Heppen and Guifoyllo have been going around to the different dorms to talk to rectors and see firsthand what is needed.

"All halls need some improvement, but some are better off than others," he said. Vita also emphasized that funds, if available, will be given to those dorms most needing improvement.

The Administration agreed that adequate social space is necessary for dorms in a master that should be given top priority, Vita said.

---

**Regis Hairstylists**

University Park Mall
Phone 272-1168

Free Hair Consultation by Award-Winning
Gordon Nelson

---

**RIVER CITY RECORDS**

northern Indiana's largest record and tape selection and concert ticket headquarters

$1.00 OFF!!
aNY album or tape (now thru Oct. 7th limit 1 coupon per person)

18,000 albums and tapes in stock
ND/SMC student checks accepted for up to $200.00 over purchase amount
Open 10 to 10, 7 days a week

River City Records
50970 U.S. 31 North
3 miles north of campus
277-4242
Judge sentences six Nazis

BUCKEBURG, West Germany (AP) - A West German judge sentenced six neo-Nazis yesterday to prison terms of four to 11 years on charges they organized or participated in right-wing criminal activity planned by their American leader.

The prison sentences followed the first major trial of neo-Nazis in this country and came after a government report warned that such groups were adopting terrorist tactics in an effort to overthrow democracy.

After a four-month trial, the court concluded that the six men, followers of the orders of self-styled U.S. Nazi leader Gary Rex Lauck, of Lincoln, Neb. Lauck, 23, classified by the federal prosecutor's office as "a persona non grata" in West Germany, was given a safe conduct pass and immunity so he could enter the country and testify for the defense.

Members of the neo-Nazi group, in frequent public appearances, wear black military outfits with insignias resembling the outlawed Nazi swastika emblem. Much of their propaganda material reportedly is supplied by Lauck, who speaks fluent German.

The court found Lauck's friend, Michael Kuehnen, 24, guilty of inciting racial hatred, spreading propaganda for an illegal organization and inciting chauvinism. But it dismissed a charge that Kuehnen, a former army lieutenant, was founder of the gang.

In testimony on Aug. 23, Lauck described Kuehnen as his faithful follower "who listens to me." Kuehnen was sentenced to four years in prison. While Judge Helmut Moschuing said there was no proof that Kuehnen was the leader of a gang, he accused his neo-Nazi friends to criminal acts, "considering them tests of courage, but knowing how to keep clean.

The court said former army Master Sgt. "Lothar-Harold" Schulte, 26, was responsible for most of the gang's violent acts, including a Feb. 3, 1978, attack on Dutch soldiers during NATO maneuvers. Schulte and his neo-Nazi friends disarmed the soldiers and robbed them of their automatic weapons, the court said.

Schulte was sentenced to 11 years in prison, found guilty of theft, leading a criminal gang, causing bodily injury and other crimes. In connection with terrorist gang attacks.

A report by the West German interior ministry in July said neo-Nazi groups are adopting the terrorist tactics of left-wing extremist groups, though it emphasized their activity was not a threat to national security. It said 24 neo-Nazi groups with 1,140 members were operating in West Germany early this year, compared with 17 groups with 900 members reported in 1977.

The report mentioned the group loyal to Lauck, saying it has distributed swastika postcards and anti-Semitic literature.

Minority liaison

Williams discusses role

by Kathryn Casey

"I am attempting to mainstream the minority community into the larger Notre Dame community," said Darryl Williams, Student Government secretary for Interracial Concerns, in discussing his objectives for this year.

Williams defined his role as liaison between minority students and student government. He said he will try to convey the unique problems of the minority community to the student government and University administrators.

Williams has tentatively scheduled a minority student forum for Wednesday, Oct. 17th. The forum will allow University administrators including Dean Roemer and Vice President for Student Affairs Fr. John Van Wolvellar to discuss University policy and its effect on minorities.

The position of secretary for Interracial Concerns was introduced here in 1977.

"The two people before me didn't do a thing with the position," he commented. "I want to take it up to me to define the position.

Williams is also planning a student disco to encourage intermingling and thereby break down barriers among students. There will be three disco nights throughout the year.

Williams said that several other plans are still at the trouble-shooting stage, and he welcomes questions or ideas. He may be reached at #816 Grace Hall or call #6873.

Williams works closely with Ed Blackwell, Minority Student Affairs coordinator.
LOS ANGELES (AP) Scores of people checked into hospitals with respiratory troubles yesterday as Southern California choked under the seventh straight day under a dirty yellow blanket of the worst smog in history.

Air quality officials issued "hazardous" air warnings for six areas—the first time this has ever been done. Hospitals in the area, including San Pedro and San Gabriel Valleys reportedly reported a rise in the number of patients showing up with chronic lung diseases severely aggravated by the smog. And today's pollution appears to be even worse.

Also for the first time in history, the Air Quality Management District asked all businesses, regardless of the number of employees, to begin voluntary car pooling. However, state highway officials said there was no significant decrease in freeway commuter traffic.

Aggravating the eye-stinging, stink-smelling haze was a raging brush fire near Mount Wilson north of the city, which sent thick billowing smoke and soot over the entire area.

In addition, temperatures in the low 80's were reaching into the 100's in many sections, high humidity continued to grip the area, and the city's bus strike was damping efforts to get tourists and residents out of cars onto already jammed freeways.

The basic cause, however, was a typical late-summer weather pattern that leaves dirty air stagnant under a stationary high-pressure system hovering over the sprawling basin.

Ray Cortines, Superintendent for the suburban Pasadena Unified School District, said he had ordered all outside activities canceled. Two of his high schools—John Muir and Pasadena—were particularly hit because of the schools' nearness to the Mount Wilson fire.

Six second-stage alerts were issued for yesterday with maximum levels forecast to hit the 20 parts per million count according to AQMD spokesman Jeff Schenkel, "It may be worse than we ever anticipated," he said.

Yesterday was the seventh straight day of heavy smog over the area, the worst since 1955, when there were 13 straight days of second-stage smog alerts. The current crisis was expected to continue through the weekend.

By law, second-stage alerts require a reduction in industrial emissions at 2,000 firms and AQMD inspectors fanned out across the area yesterday to make sure the rules were being followed.

Committee on Sex Offences
seeks help for victims

The Women's Committee On Sex Offences is seeking prospective volunteers for S-O-S Sex Offense Staff, a confidential, emotional support service for victims of sexual abuse in St. Joseph County.

Volunteers are men and women who can accompany a victim when seeking medical or legal attention. They are also available for telephone contact.

S-O-S volunteers are asked to be on call for two six hour shifts per week. S-O-S is a 24-hour service reached through Hot-line, a crisis intervention telephone service.

Becoming an S-O-S volunteer can be a rewarding and meaningful way to use your time. S-O-S is particular in need of volunteers to fill daytime shifts as well as evening shifts.

Anyone interested in becoming a volunteer or learning more about S-O-S can call Hotline at 232-3344.

In Sicily
Etna death toll reaches nine

CATANIA, Sicily (AP) The death toll in Mount Etna's first fatal eruption this century climbed to nine yesterday and rescue workers feared more bodies might still be buried under "rocks as big as houses" near the volcano's summit.

Three badly dismembered bodies were found near the main crater yesterday. Six other bodies had been recovered after the volcanic explosion Wednesday. All the victims were Italian tourists.

Sicilians, meanwhile, performed amputations on almost a dozen injured survivors. A total of more than two dozen persons were injured, including tourists from Britain, Spain and Switzerland, but no Americans. At least four were reported in critical condition following emergency surgery.

A rescue official said that if there are more dead they may never be found "because from what we've seen so far, some victims must literally have been blown to pieces."

Franco Elmi, 35, an Alpine guide, said he saw a "huge fireball" land on a Land Rover, leaving virtually no trace of the vehicle.

"There were about 30 tourists in our tour group and we all began running toward the bus. But about 400 meters down the road, a huge rock hit a woman who was ahead of me, and the next minute, she was gone, just disappeared. It was horrible," he said.

"After a sudden explosion, rocks as big as houses began falling all over the place," said Silvia Dalort, an Italian tourist who was waiting with her infant child for a cable car when the summit of the towering mountain exploded.

"Right in front of me there was a young couple with a child. I saw the man fall with his skull crushed. She uninjured and tried to pick him up. When she understood there was nothing to be done, she grabbed the child in her arms and ran," Miss Dalort told reporters.

Another tourist, Silvana Peila, said that when her group almost reached its bus a "small but sharp stone" hit a Swiss man and sliced off his left leg.

Newspapers and a leading volcano expert warned that authorities did not close the road and cableway to the 10,700-foot mountain after the volcano began pouring smoke Monday. Police reported there were more than 150 tourists on the lip of the main crater when Europe's tallest and most active volcano began spewing ash, gas and lava-flooded hot rocks.

Prof. Romolo Romano, Director of Catania's Institute of Volcanology, said the explosion, although not predicted, was not a new eruption of Etna but part of the volcano's "normal" continuing activity following a week-long eruption last month.

Wednesday's deaths was the first this century to have been caused by Etna. A second eruption in 1872 killed 10 tourists. Etna's worst eruption occurred in 1669, when the city of Catania was destroyed in four months of volcanic activity, killing tens of thousands of people.
**SALE PRICES GOOD AT ALL STORES!**

**STROHS 6 39**

**“BUD” 6 39**

**HAMM’S 5 49**

**BLACK LABEL— 4 99**

**OLYMPIA— 5 99**

**HIENEKEN— 3 75**

**PM DELUXE BLEND 3 99**

**BUDWEISER**

**WOLFSCHMIDT VODKA 3 99 qt.**

**WINDSOR CANADIAN 4 99 qt.**

**BELLOWS GIN 3 99 qt.**

**CATTO’S SCOTCH 5 99 qt.**

**DARK EYES VODKA 7 79 1.75 ltr.**

**TRIBUNO SPUMANTE 3 99 750 ml.**

**GIACOBAZZI LAMBRUSCO 2 29 750 ml.**

**SOUTHERN COMFORT 4 99 750 ml.**

**PETRI WINE 3 29 3 ltr.**

**GALLO VERMOUTH 3 99 qt.**

**GALLO VERMOUTH Sweet or Dry 1 49 750 ml.**

**PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLY LASTS**

**WE HAVE KEGS TOO!!**

**254 DIXIEWAY N. (ROSELAND)**

**200 N. MAIN (ELKHART)**

**PLUS 4 CONVENIENCE STORES:**

- 1725 N. IRONWOOD
- 2934 E. MCKINLEY
- 1426 MISHAWAKA AVE.
- 4401 S. MICHIGAN

Prices good through Monday, September 17

**PHONES 272-2522**

**ALL STORES OPEN Monday thru Thursday 9 am to 10 pm**

**Friday and Saturday 9 am to 11 pm**
O’Meara Appoints Blackwell Head of Black Studies Program

by Tom O’Toole

Edward Blackwell, currently the director of Minority Student Affairs at Notre Dame, was recently announced as the interim director of the Black Studies Program by Prof. Timothy O’Meara, University Provost.

The appointment became necessary when Dr. James B. Stewart, assistant professor of economics and the program’s last director, left his post to accept a National Endowment for the Humanities position.

Blackwell says he experienced “mixed emotions” about the new role.

“There’s always the caution of thinking about trying something new,” he admitted. Still, he is “very pleased that the people who have appointed me have the faith that I can handle the task.”

While he is extremely anxious about the new role, minimizing his expectations is still his first love and he has “no intentions of assuming the job on a full time basis.”

One of Blackwell’s primary tasks will be selecting a permanent director to succeed Dr. Stewart, who has chosen to accept a similar post at Penn in 1980.

Blackwell said, “I am looking forward to the cooperation of the Arts and Letters College and Dean Charles, as well as a group from the Black Studies Program, to aid me in this selection.” This committee will also assist him in a thorough evaluation of the program goals and functions.

Blackwell said, “The interim is a good time to examine the program’s direction, for it reveals the new director of this burden.”

To Blackwell, determining how well Black Studies is functioning means a return to the program’s roots in the civil rights movement in the late 60s.

Blackwell emphasized, “We must look at the program’s goals and aims at its inception to determine if the program has reached its potential as an academic entity.”

Blackwell also expressed some rather interesting solutions to some of the program’s current problems.

Commenting on the Blaek Cultural Arts Festival, he said that “lack of attendance is not due to lack of publicity, but lack of awareness,” of the students.

He thought that one way to increase their awareness was to “get everyone on campus involved in a course or two in Black Studies.”

When questioned if this move would mean establishing a University requirement in the major, he said the idea was “reasonable,” adding, “There is always an educational value in learning about a culture outside your own.”

According to Blackwell, Black Studies studied at Canisius College, where he then became assistant director of Career Development and administrative assistant to the vice president of Student Affairs.

He later worked as an Assistant at the University of New York at Buffalo, and also was the dean’s assistant for Minority Programs at Hobart and William Smith College in Geneva, N.Y. before coming to Notre Dame.

O’Meara continued to stress the importance of sport in the world at large, pointing out that “sport is mass communication in the world to foster international brotherhood. International sport has become the manifestation of political strength.”

Therefore, it is becoming an example of a dual purpose. It would contribute to Notre Dame’s great tradition and serve the progress of sports.

Juliano also envisions an Athletic Hall of Honor “To honor the achievements of individuals and teams which have contributed to the development of Notre Dame athletics over its 134 years of existence,” he explained.

The Sports and Games Collection, located on the first floor of the library, was established in 1966 to provide resources for the serious and scholarly study of sports. “I believe we have kept to that goal,” Juliano added.

Although the Collection has adhered to its original purpose, Juliano said there is need for expansion. “This campus has a lot of sports memorabilia disseminated throughout. It’s kind of a shame it is stored in closets,” he said.

Juliano continued to stress the scholarly significance of establishing an international research center.

In world sports

Juliano wants ND to lead

by Robert G. Power

“My hope and dream is to see Notre Dame assume leadership for the Humanities research necessary when Dr. James B. Provost, interim director of the Black Studies Program by Prof.

Juliano said. In world sports for the Humanities research necessary when Dr. James B. Provost.

Interim director of the Black Studies Program by Prof. Edward Blackwell, the Sports and Games Collection, the development of Notre Dame athletics over its 134 years of existence,” he explained.

The Sports and Games Collection, located on the first floor of the library, was established in 1966 to provide resources for the serious and scholarly study of sports. “I believe we have kept to that goal,” Juliano added.

Although the Collection has adhered to its original purpose, Juliano said there is need for expansion. “This campus has a lot of sports memorabilia disseminated throughout. It’s kind of a shame it is stored in closets,” he said.

Juliano continued to stress the scholarly significance of establishing an international research center.
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Dick’s Standard Station welcomes you back with a

Free Car & Truck Wash & Wax

with this ad. Good Monday thru Friday offer expires Sept. 28, 1979. Dick’s Standard offers complete repair jobs on American and foreign cars.

corner of South Bend & Eddy 234-0701

It’s Here!

Student Union RECORD STORE
Located in The Ticket Office, 2nd floor
LaFortune Open 12-4 Monday thru Friday (Orders limited to Billboards Top SO the FIRST week.)

347-8300

Saint Mary’s Speaker’s Series

Presents

Dave Toma,

Former Newark police detective, whose true life experiences as a cop were the basis for the series “Baretta & Toma”

Carroll Hall SMC Mon. Sept. 17 8 pm

No Admission

March 10th thru March 31st

SMC SAPH MOVIE SERIES PRESENTS MEL BROOKS’ High Anxiety

Friday & Sat. Sept. 14th -15 at Carroll Hall SMC.

SMC SAPH MOVIE SERIES PRESENTS MEL BROOKS’ High Anxiety

7:00, 8:45,

10:30

Admission $1.00

(continued on page 10)
Capping: The Class of 1981

Mary D. Ryan

The Observer

Editor’s Note: The author of the following column is one of 44 Saint Mary’s nursing majors who attended last Thursday night’s ceremonies in the Church of Loreto on Saint Mary’s campus.

Leaving the quiet green of a beautiful morning I entered Havican Hall. The sounds of children’s voices could be heard. Since the Early Childhood Development Center, sometimes echoing, always adding to the surrealism of the moment. Women shuffled and I tossed my homemade pillow on my seat – a weak appearance to any occasss for the long four-hour stretch ahead.

Many of you might wonder if there is a central theme for nurses at Saint Mary’s: it is a question of survival. The subtlety of this challenge is often overlooked. Since our freshman nursing seminar, the definition and applications of holistic man have been presented in full repre- sented. Its importance to our roles as nurses is far from unknown to us. We have become acustomed to thinking of our client’s total- ly. Yet we are at danger of losing our own. I think it was my oecy, that gave me the first warnings, and then faded voices of the liberal arts joined in. Like a sober realization, I began to see that the threat is entering a vocational/technological school was creeping up on me. Somone once asked me if I thought nursing was the hardest major on campus. At the time my response was an emphatic “no”. But now I am beginning to see it is differently. The greatest difficulty in the major, the greatest challenge we face from an academic view, is the task of gaining and maintaining liberal arts proficiency. Our schedule makes that necessaty task a true impossible one. Our free time is insturated for our professional benefit – to become holistic professionals.

There is yet another challenge, and we celebrate it Saturday night. As nurses we have already chosen a definite profession. Unlike most we feel it is important to attest our decision to our classmates, to witnesses and to receive support from our community. As Christians, we are not only to celebrate this with the Mass, but also as a philosophy underlying decisions of the Administration.

The University’s reason for giving alumni preference in ticket distribution is obvious. Alumni contributions provide a major source of revenue for this institution. Making football tickets available to alumni (those who donate at least $50 annually) is undeniably an effective method of keeping the contributions rolling in. Tuition-paying students only after alumni demand is met.

The Observer questions the policy of “taking care” of alumni – a policy which serves not only as a method of ticket distribution, but also as a philosophy underlying decisions of the Administration.
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With ND women

**SMC sophomores sponsor mass**

by Mary Agnes Carey

Saint Mary's sophomore class will sponsor an outdoor mass/buffet for Notre Dame's sophomore women, Sunday from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. at St. Mary's Clubhouse, or at Sunshine Lounge in case of rain, announced Leslie Griffin, SMC sophomore class president.

"When we campaigned last year, the Saint Mary's girls wanted to plan more activities with girls from ND. We thought we would start on the spiritual level and figured something as big as a mass and brunch, would be something the girls could really relate to because it has a purpose," Leslie explained.

The mass will be celebrated by Father Joseph Keena and will feature eucharistic ministers, readers, and musicians from both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

Missy Conboy, treasurer of Notre Dame's sophomore class and co-chairman for the event, stated, "The girls are really promoting the event in their dorms and the sophomore class advisory council is expecting a good turnout."

Steve Brummer, sophomore class president, agreed, "I think it will be a good event for everyone involved," he stated. Although the lack of shuttle service may be an obstacle, Mary O'Keeffe, Saint Mary's sophomore class vice-president, feels this is a minor inconvenience, "We're hoping not only for a good turnout, but that those who attend will really get something out of it," she commented.

Another future event planned for ND-SMC sophomores is "Wild Wednesday," which will feature volleyball, frisbee and snacks at Saint Mary's student lounge, next Wednesday from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. Plans are tentative for a tailgater and Halloween party and will be announced later.

Upcoming events for Saint Mary's sophomores include try-outs for the Sophomore Parents Weekend Show, next Tuesday and Thursday, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Regina Auditorium; a dinner auction/hayride at Diamond Ranch, scheduled for Friday, Nov. 2, and an ice skating party or winter seminar is formal for Friday, Nov. 30.

Sophomores who wish to apply for chairman of Sophomore Parents Weekend are reminded to turn in applications to the Student Activities Office by next Wednesday.

Future ND sophomore class events include an ice cream social in La Fortune Ballroom, "To order to make enough money to sponsor better affairs for the class," Conboy stated.

---

Prof explains hurricanes

by Sal Granata

Wind conditions and fluctuating ocean currents are possible explanations for the series of hurricanes that have recently hit the Gulf coast and eastern seaboard.

Professor Kenneth Brethol of the Earth Science Dept. told the Observer yesterday that the hurricane and tropical storm season reaches its peak between August and the end of October. During this time, changes in both ocean and terrain patterns determine the direction hurricanes will take as they travel over their Caribbean breeding grounds.

Hurricane David, first to hit the U.S. this year, churned a path across the West Indies killing hundreds, then scoured the Florida coast and parts of Georgia and New England before dying in the North Atlantic. Hurricane Frederic followed David out of the Gulf, striking the Southeast U.S. as they have this year," Brethol said.

"It is a statistical probability though that some years they do. The hurricane that struck Florida and most recently Mobile are not unusual for that part of the country."

"Surprisingly, wind is not the major cause of economic loss when a storm hits the mainland. Increased water levels caused by waves piled up by the storm, and low barometric pressures are the most destructive aspects of hurricanes." Hurricane Frederic followed the path across the West Indies, causing some $200 million in damages.

"Surprisingly, wind is not the major cause of economic loss when a storm hits the mainland. Increased water levels caused by waves piled up by the storm, and low barometric pressures are the most destructive aspects of hurricanes." Hurricane Frederic followed the path across the West Indies, causing some $200 million in damages.

---

Pizza and other Good Things

**CORNER OF GRAPE ROAD & CLEVELAND ACROSS FROM THE UNIVERSITY PARK MALL**

**11-11 MONDAY-THURSDAY**

**11-1 AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY**

**12-11 SUNDAY**

**TELEPHONE 277-5300**

**Sunday Beer**

**COUPON $1.00 OFF**

ON ANY LARGE SICILIAN PIZZA

ONE COUPON PER ORDER OFFER EXPIRES 9/30/79

**COUPON**

**LASSAGNA DINNER FOR TWO $5.99**

Lasagna
Hot Garlic Bread
Two Salad Bars

Drinks not included
Inside Dining Only
One coupon per customer per sale

EXPIRES 9/30/79
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) - Nuclear bomb tests in the late 1950's are to blame for students' declining college entrance test scores, an Indiana University professor says.

Ernest Sternglass recently submitted evidence to the American Psychological Association showing a connection between fallout from the 1950's desert bomb tests and an overall decline among American high school students' Scholastic Aptitude Tests in the last decade.

"In Utah, right next to Nevada, in babies born between '56 and '58, their test scores dropped 26 points in those two years. But in Ohio, they only dropped two points," he said.

Sternglass, a physicist with a string of 12 patents to his credit, including the device used to send moon pictures back to Earth, has spent almost six months studying test scores of students born in the bomb test area.

Radioactive chemicals from the tests were picked up in rain clouds and fell most heavily in Nevada's western neighbors and in the Northeast, Sternglass said.

"Iodine 131 goes directly to the thyroid and damages its function. It reduces the thyroid hormones and leads to hypothyroidism, which then leads to severe forms of mental retardation if untreated," Sternglass said.

He said strontium 90 is mistaken for calcium by the body and taken into the bone marrow, where it can cause cancer.

Sternglass said he believes much of the information about effects of the nuclear tests has been thwarted by the government.

"I requested a study should be done on the people in Utah in 1962 and the study was done. But then the Atomic Energy Commission prevented it from being published," Sternglass said.

He added, "A lot of people in nuclear physics are upset with what I'm doing. These men have been looking forward to seeing the fruits of their work being welcomed by mankind, seeing the fruits of their work being welcomed by mankind, being rewarded by mankind. When I'm forced to say that we have to call the whole thing off."
Notre Dame hopes to lose the slow-starter syndrome

by Brian Beglane
Sports Writer

It is no secret. For the last three years, the Dan Devine-coached Fighting Irish have not gotten off to the quickest of starts. Last year Notre Dame lost its home opener to Pittsburgh, 31-10. That was followed by six straight victories, a final record of 8-3, a 20-9 victory over Penn State in the Gator Bowl (Notre Dame's first and probably last appearance in that post-season game), and a final ranking of 12 in both the AP and UPI polls.

In 1977 the Irish made it past Pittsburgh 19-9 in the season opener on the road and lost the next game 20-13 to Mississippi down in Jackson. What? A loss! Why, we're mad as hell and we're not going to take it anymore!

The next game- at Purdue, Oop, it's the fourth quarter and the Irish are losing by 10. Huh!

Well, enter Joe Montana. See the best two/three series of plays you have ever light up on the Irish side of the scoreboard, and see Notre Dame win 31-24. Ah, that's better!

The res! Well, the res is history: a first conference loss of 10-1, an 18-14 trouncing of Texas in the Cotton Bowl, and Devine's first national championship.

Last season? The first three games were at home, but two of them turned up losses. The first was a 5-0 shutout by Mississippi, the second a 28-14 win by Michigan. But no Notre Dame team ever lost its first three games.

We either have even had the chance to happen in the last 80 years, it was in 1965. It didn't last long before the "pass that really wasn't but was" beat them in the 27-25 Southern Cal loss.

Follow that up with another great comeback and a 35-34 win over Northwestern as a warmup for us, like we would use a scrimmage. Being able to test out your team against an opponent like Northwestern cuts in half the risk of injury as opposed to regular scrimmage.

No one in attendance at Notre Dame stadium Oct. 22, 1977, will ever forget the green jerseys the Irish wore as they came charging onto the field against Southern Cal. It was a psychological play that lifted the team sky high and helped result in a 49-19 victory.

Is Devine planning anything like that, or any psychological play at all, for tomorrow's opener?

"We're not a gimmick guy unless it's a darn good one," smiled the Irish coach. "I would tell you honestly if we had something in the works. We don't.

"I'll tell you this, though. I have a good feeling about this team. Don't ask me to explain why, though. I do.

"We're going to scratch, fight and dig as hard as we can for one more point than our opponent. I would be the most surprised guy in the world if we went below .500 and we're not. Tomorrow is always that chance every game, but I just don't see it.

"Good feeling about this team. Don't ask me to explain why. I do."

[continued on page 14]
run. His muscles are straining, shiftless Vagas Ferguson heads into the road that borders campus, a Northern Indiana humidity. It drains the only thing worse than the heat is the hard with no game at the end of the season. September seems years away. It is a lonely scene; he says, "because you're working to learn springtime lessons for an autumn game. It is a lonely scene; it isn't easy. I won't play well. I've known I'd be playing, playing a lot.

Ferguson and Sweeney..."

In ND backfield

The great ones are always ready. Attested, Sweeney, More that big linebacker notice there.桀on kick it up... got!桀on kick it up... got!桀on kick it up... got!桀on kick it up... got!桀on kick it up... got!桀on kick it up... got!

Ferguson breaks a tackle at mid field. He's on his feet.

Nority degrees in the shade, and the only thing worse than the heat is the northern Indiana humidity. It drains them of any enthusiasm of most summer students at Notre Dame. The tennis coats are deserted.

Does anybody have an air conditioner?"

On the road that borders campus, a shirtless Vagas Ferguson heads into the last few yards of his daily two-mile run. His muscles are straining, covered with sweat. He wants to quit, but he never learned how..."

The Irish Extra
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by Michael Ortman

Sweeney aims to fill Buchanans shoes

Sweeney was a three-year starter at Boston College with number 33. He performed as well as that number 33? That's Sweeney's number. If this were going to be a last minute game against a good team...

Ferguson carries it in for an 80-yard touchdown. Fantastic!"

Sweeney: "I was swayed by some of the people I was playing with. Vagas Ferguson, Tim Foley and the rest. But the game was established..."

And with those words Irish head coach Dan Devine set out to find a replacement for his fallen sophomore fullback, Pete Buchanan, last for the season with a badly broken ankle.

Would be junior Joe Woeamek (6-0, 205), number two on the pre-season depth chart but who had fallen off slightly during camp? Would it be sophomore Tyrone Baber (6-0, 185), more in the fullback mold but capable of playing fullback? Or maybe John Sweeney (6-2, 220), easily the biggest of the three, but only a freshman.

Devine could afford to waste little time in naming a replacement. With the opener, September is only a month away, he knew how ready he was for the season. But I knew right then that I'd be playing, I didn't know if I would be starting but I knew I'd be playing, playing a lot.

Some strange things must be going on inside Sweeney's head as he heads to his first college game as a starter. But he realizes that he has to take it all in stride. "It (the Michigan game) is another football game," claims Sweeney. "I have to think that way, because if I let myself get pushed out by all of this, I won't play well. I've got to concentrate on my assignments and play as well as I can.

Sweeney's no stranger to the Notre Dame campus. His father, James, was a graduate and John himself visited South Bend several times when he was younger. "I guess you could say that I am another one of those kids who always wanted to come here," and I'm really happy I got the chance to.

His high school performance certainly earned him a varsity letter in football, and an academic scholarship to Notre Dame. John was named to the All-Irish team and also lettered in basketball as a guard and track as a sprinter.

After his arrival at Notre Dame, Sweeney quickly became just another former high school star in a crop of freshmen which Devine calls the best in all his years of coaching.

When was the last time a freshman started at fullback for Notre Dame on opening day?"

Answer: The Irish opened the 1973 campaign at Boston College with a freshman fullback Jim Browner, now a defensive back for the Cincinnati Bengals.

Say, didn't Browner wear number 33? That's Sweeney's number. If this number 33 performs as well as that number 31, Notre Dame's fullback problem may be solved.
Devine admits Wolves have early advantage

by Paul Mullaney
Assistant Sports Editor

When Notre Dame Coach Dan Devine left Carrier Field after Monday evening's practice session, he didn't have a whole lot to be excited about.

"We had what I would call a really bad practice," he admitted afterward. "I guess that tomorrow I'm going to have to give general amnesty before practice -- give the coaches' version of general absolution."

Nevertheless, the fifth-year Irish coach couldn't hold back his smile.

"But I've just got such a good feeling about this ball club -- even though we've had more of our share of problems," he said. "We're gonna scratch, fight and dig, and we're gonna find a way to score one more point than the other guy.

"I'd be the most surprised guy in the world if we'd get blown out on Saturday. But I don't see how it could happen to these guys. They'd find a way to stop it. Some Notre Dame teams may have played as hard, but there will never be a Notre Dame team that has played harder than these guys will have played. Our problem on Saturday won't be with us, it'll be with the Michigan players."

Devine is especially leery of the Wolverines' defense -- and justifiably so. Eight of 11 starters return from last year's Michigan defense, which placed second nationally in fewest points allowed (8.0 per game), eighth in rush defense (112.7 yards per game) and fourth in total defense (215.6 yards).

Leading the Wolves' 3-4 point-prevention squad is inside linebacker Ron Simpkins, one of the finest linebackers in the country. Simpkins, along with super-quick tackle Curtis Greer and free safety Michael Harden, are reason enough for Devine to lose sleep tonight.

"They (Michigan) feel that their defense is the best in the country," noted Devine. "And I feel that's how they're going to try and beat us."

"They're going to try and force us to turn the ball over -- to make errors. They're in a lot better shape if their offense doesn't have a long way to go."

They're also in a lot better shape, Devine feels, having opened last week at home against Northwestern. Even if it meant nothing more than just going through the motions.

"I've been in both positions," Devine said. "My teams have played in openers against schools that have already played. And my teams have played before meeting another school in their opener.

"It's a tremendous advantage to have a game under your belt. You're always gonna play better your second game than in your first."

But even that doesn't phase Devine -- as long as his first game isn't as bad as Monday's practice.
Michigan Stadium by the 3:20 p.m. as 105,000 are expected to jam giant Michigan Stadium by the 3:20 p.m. as 105,000 are expected to jam giant

The Wolverines defeated Notre Dame 28-14 in South Bend.

"That's the hardest I was hit all year," he said.

Trgovac was named Michigan's defensive player-of-the-week after the Wolverines crushed Northwestern 49-7 in their opener last week. Notre Dame has not played yet this season.

Trgovac recalled, too, how difficult it was to bring down Notre Dame's great halfback, Vagas Ferguson. "Ferguson doesn't go down easily," he said. "That's how's you can tell a good runner.

"He's quick and gets to the line fast. He won't go down with an arm tackle. Sometimes he'll fall for an extra two or three yards."

Trgovac said, however, he thought Michigan's veteran defensive unit was fast enough to cope with Ferguson.

"I'll have to get to the hole quicker and have great pursuit," he said. "If eight guys hit him every time, he won't get to the line as fast. But Ferguson is a great competitor."

Trgovac said the teams are so evenly matched that the outcome would probably be determined by holding down mistakes.

"I remember last year, we were messing up in the first half," he said.

"We were dropping passes, missing tackles and making mistakes. We were hitting too hard. We were trying so hard that we weren't wrapping our arms around the ball carriers and they were bouncing off each other."

"Then I remember it perfectly, Ben

decision to do something one of the most common feelings," Trgovac said.

"There's just something about Notre Dame that you always want to beat them."

The game is a sellout and as many as 105,000 are expected to jam giant Michigan Stadium by the 3:20 p.m. EDT kickoff Saturday. The game also is the major regional offering of ABC-TV.

... Irish

[continued from page 11]

happening to these guys.

We're going to give it all we've got, I promise that. There will never be a team at Notre Dame that will play harder than this one. Some may play as hard as we, but none will play any harder."

... Lisch

[continued from page 11]

year will help Rusty," Toman says.

"He's more mature than to let past experience bug him... he's gained something there.

"In the last two weeks, Rusty's leadership qualities have really come to the surface. Of course, guys tend to bear down more as the beginning of the season gets closer, but Rusty has shown some things on the field that merit attention of his leadership."

Still, the cloud of 1977 hangs over Rusty Lisch, and no amount of talk will make it go away. But after Saturday, Lisch won't have to concern himself with how abouts and what ifs. He'll be able to let his performance do the talking.
Caps reveal nurse’s tradition

by Pam Degnan
Senior Staff Reporter

Capping is a ceremony signaling a woman’s entrance into the nursing field. This weekend, 44 Saint Mary’s nursing students will pledge their skills and services to the medical profession.

Traditionally, capping signifies the spiritual dimension of nursing. Although its origin is uncertain, the wearing of the cap is assumed to have begun in the early 19th century when women were expected to don customary head coverings. According to Dr. Mary E. Marucci, director of St. Mary’s Nursing Department, the cap is losing much significance in the medical field.

“Most nurses still wear the cap but there is a growing trend among nurses and hospital administrators to forego the wearing of the cap. However, the cap does not function solely as a headpiece. It serves as a health precautionary measure,” said Marucci.

Another traditional aspect of the capping ceremony is the lighting of the lamps. This custom dates back to the Crimean War in which Florence Nightingale, in her efforts to aid wounded soldiers, carried a lit lamp so she could work through the night.

Once capped, the nursing students are appointed to various hospitals in the area to familiarize themselves with the operations of a large medical institution. Their duties include learning the hospital’s communication system and identifying various medical procedures.

Later in the program, the student nurses will handle certain patients, performing routine duties such as taking temperatures, blood pressures and pulse rates. Eventually they will be assigned to family clinics in the South Bend area, according to Marucci.

The ceremony, which includes a Mass, is scheduled for tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Church of Loreto. A reception will be held on Sunday morning in Stapleton Lounge in LeMond Hall.

“All persons are invited to attend,” said Catherine Shaugnessey, chairperson of the weekend’s activities.

Group resumes Mass

The Friends of the Mentally Retarded and of L’Arche will resume their monthly Mass this weekend in Sacred Heart Church Crypt at 2 p.m. After the Mass there will be a social hour at the Presbytery with refreshments.

The dinner will include a burrito, taco, tamale or tosada, rice, beans and a drink. There will be provisions for take-out. Donations are $3.50, proceeds will benefit El Campito.

Day care center holds dinner

El Campito, a bi-lingual-bicultural day care center in South Bend, will hold a benefit dinner this Saturday in celebration of National Hispanic Week. It will be held from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at St. Kasimi’s School, 1308 Dunham St.

The dinner will include a burrito, taco, tamale or tosada, rice, beans and a drink. There will be provisions for take-out. Donations are $3.50, proceeds will benefit El Campito.

Two await ordination

Michael D. Couhig and William J. Dochar will be ordained deacons this weekend. Couhig will be ordained on Sunday at 11:30 in St. Joseph’s Church and Dochar will be ordained in Little Flower Church at 3:30 on Saturday. Bishop William E. McManus of the Fort Wayne-South Bend diocese will preside at both ceremonies.

Couhig, of Sedalia, Missouri, began his studies with the Holy Cross fathers at Notre Dame in 1974. He received his bachelor’s degree from the University in 1971 and his master’s of divinity last month.

While in the seminary, Couhig organized and established the zindiana-Michigan Coalition of the National Catholic Coalition for Responsible Investment, and served on the staff of the undergraduate seminar formation program at Old College.

Dohar is a graduate of Kent State University and entered Moreau Seminary in 1974. He received two degrees from Notre Dame: a master’s of divinity in 1978 and a master’s degree in medieval history last August. Dochar served as a member of the staff at Old College last year.

Both men will be ordained next June.
**Leaders remain optimistic**

**Campus record store plans Monday opening**

**by Tim Vercellotti**

Besides the bookstore, there are no places on campus to purchase albums. Come Monday, that will change. The Record Store will open at noon on September 17, in the Ticket Office, located in the Student Union. The Store will feature albums at a discount price. The administration had approved the store, but it is not directly involved in its operation.

The Record Store is sponsored by the Service Commission. Curt Hinch, service commissioner, is the organizer of the store, and Mike Day is the manager. According to Hinch, Michael Day was chosen because of his experience working last year's sale. We needed someone familiar with crowds, and who knew how to handle pressure. Mike is also familiar with ticket sales, so instead of getting another manager, we gave him the job. The procedure for the ordering of records is this: the student looks up the particular album in one of the catalogues provided by the store, takes the order, and pays for the selection. The order goes to the supplier (Father's and Sun's), and the requested albums will arrive by the following Wednesday or Thursday. To avoid the crowds encountered at last year's sale, the first four weeks of operation will be divided into four categories. In the first week, only albums from Billboard's Top 100 can be ordered. Albums that have been in production since January, 1978, will be offered beginning the second week. There will be out of Schwans's Catalogue. The third week will feature all albums from catalogues 1 and 2, which means the availability of albums in production since 1977. A cut-out catalogue will be put into use by the fourth week. This catalogue will feature albums no longer in production. One order from this particular catalogue may not be filled because of a limited supply. When ordering albums, a student fills out a form including the artist, catalogue number, and title of the album. The order will be filled when the album comes in. The Service Commission is hoping that the store will be a success. We're not predicting doom. The city has put its trust in this store to help rekindle Detroit. Detroit is in just trying to see itself come alive. This could start up all the private money a city needs. Chrysler's situation has the potential to be much more serious.

Detroit's concern over Chrysler's financial problems was supported in a U.S. Department of Transportation report released this week. The report predicted Chrysler's collapse would double area unemployment, increase racial tensions and reduce city tax collections by $54 million a year. The unemployment rate is certain to jump soon as a result of Chrysler's promise to close its Dodge main assembly plant within a year, idling 6,500 workers. Any shift or adjustment downward in local tax revenues because of strikes or Chrysler's closing would indeed undermine the efforts to renew the city, said New Detroit's mayor.

And Alice Lyte of the Seminouos Youth Center said the teachers' strike, a GM walkout and potential Chrysler downfall could slow progress even more in the city's neighborhoods. Detroit is just trying to see itself come alive. This could start up all the private money an area needs. Chrysler's situation has the potential to be much more serious.

Detroit's concern over Chrysler's financial problems was supported in a U.S. Department of Transportation report released this week. The report predicted Chrysler's collapse would double area unemployment, increase racial tensions and reduce city tax collections by $54 million a year. The unemployment rate is certain to jump soon as a result of Chrysler's promise to close its Dodge main assembly plant within a year, idling 6,500 workers. Any shift or adjustment downward in local tax revenues because of strikes or Chrysler's closing would indeed undermine the efforts to renew the city, said New Detroit's mayor.

And Alice Lyte of the Seminouos Youth Center said the teachers' strike, a GM walkout and potential Chrysler downfall could slow progress even more in the city's neighborhoods. Detroit is just trying to see itself come alive. This could start up all the private money an area needs. Chrysler's situation has the potential to be much more serious.
University installs time card system

by Chris Carrigan

This year, Notre Dame officials have decided not to automatically deduct the amount a student earns in the student employment program from the tuition. Instead, there will be a “time-card” system in which the student’s hours are carefully recorded.

The switch from credit jobs to the payroll basis affects a large percentage of those students in the work program. Student employees of such places as the dining halls, the Huddle, the ACC, and the Morris Inn, however, were not affected since they were previously on the payroll basis.

The apparent reason for the move is that, in the past, students were being paid for hours when they did not work, according to Margaret Almeida of the Student Employment office. For example, a student would work 12 hours per week for a period of 14 weeks. Quite often, the student would be unable or simply did not work the assigned number of hours. Because of the automatic deduction, however, the student would more than likely be accredited for his quota. It was questionable whether the various departments were keeping their employees’ hours in check, and this prompted the conversion to the time-card system.

In the time-card system of payment, both the Supervisor and the student employee are required to sign a card at the beginning of each week, and the hours are thus carefully recorded by each supervisor. At the end of each week, the student is paid directly for the amount of time worked.

... this card will let you call long distance from your room faster and at less cost than any other way.

If you live in a residence hall, making a long distance call can be a hassle.

You either have to call collect (and that costs extra), or wait in line at a pay phone with a couple of pounds of change in your pocket.

Well, there’s a way around all that. Get your free STUDENT BILLING CARD from Indiana Bell. It lets you make long distance calls from the privacy of your room, and at direct-dial rates. That’s a lot easier and more economical than any other way. Besides, there’s no waiting in line, and you keep the change. To get your STUDENT BILLING CARD just call 237-8182.
**Features**

**LETTERS TO A LONELY GOD**

**Nicodemus Asked the Easy Questions**

**REV. ROBERT GRIFFIN**

Mark Ferron

Maggpie Movie at 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30. Town and Country I. Kermit, Fozzie Bear, Miss Piggy Gonzo and all the others travel across country to Hollywood to become big stars. Along the way, they are pursued by a greedy frog-leg entrepreneur who wants Kermit to do his commercials.

The Concord, Airport '79 at 1:3, 5:30, 7:15, 9:45. Town and Country I. George Kennedy heads a new cast through the same old air tragedy. At least it allows those who have never flown on the Concord a chance to see its interior.

drawing at 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45. Town and Country. Frank Langella is a dashing count who is cast through the same old air tragedy. At least it allows those who have never flown on the Concord a chance to see its interior.

North Dallas Forty at 7:15, 9:30. River Park. Nick Nolte and Mac Davis star in this bitting commentary on today's professional football.

Los Angeles at 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45. University Park I. A man-eating shark causes havoc off the Long Island coast. Geologist and his beautiful wife are pursued by a greedy frog-leg entrepreneur who wants Kermit to do his commercials.

The Amityville Horror at 2:15, 4:50, 7:40, 9:20, University Park II. A young couple (Margot Kidder and James Brolin) move on the last house on their street in Amityville, New York. Some-mysterious events ensue and the couple begins to believe that the house is haunted. What follows is a terrifying tale of murder and terror. The film is a masterfully directed horror movie that will keep you on the edge of your seat as you wait for the ultimate confrontation.

Beyond the Poseidon Adventure at 7, 9:50. Forum I.
**FEATURES**

**FILM FOR THOUGHT**

What the Eye of a Camera Sees...

MARY MONNAT

This 1978 film about a working-class woman in the South features a strong performance by Sally Field in the title role. Norma Rae, an outspoken textile-worker, contends with the narrowcasting of her other women to unite and better working conditions. Many of the issues explored: the family is shown as an individual's defense against adversity, and factors such as racism, poverty, tradition, and institutionalized religion are used as tools of the powerful, used to maintain the status quo. Directed by Martin Ritt, color.

Controlling Interests: The World of the Multinational Corporation

Since its production in 1978, this California Newsreel has been used—and widely acclaimed—by educators and trade unionists alike. In a comprehensive and critical way, Controlling Interests shows connections between the power of the multinational corporation and issues such as U.S. foreign policy, economic development, human rights violations, andThird World unrest. Many directors of education consider this film to be one of the most effective documentaries ever released. Color.

The Politics of Torture

This production of ABC News Closeup examines the repression and torture tactics of three U.S. allies: Iran, the Philippines, and Chile. The film then asks some pointed questions about Jimmy Carter's supported advocacy of human rights, the support these nations receive from our government and major financial institutions, and our moral obligation with regard to the practices of these countries. Inter-views with Chile's General Pinochet, former U.S. Ambassador Ed Winfield, and Larry B.Scott star.

**National Hispanic Week in South Bend**

National Hispanic Week in South Bend is sponsored by the University with a presentation of Latin Music at the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore at 6:30 p.m. The week-long celebration of Hispanic heritage and culture in the South Bend area is sponsored by various organizations such as La Casa de Amistad, the LULAC Organization of South Bend, El Camino Day Care Services, La Cauna Food Cooperative, the Hispanic Club, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, the South Bend Committee for the Promotion of Latin Hispanic Week Committee. Events this year include: a Spanish Mass on Sunday at Saint Stephen's parish at 1102 W. Thomas Street. The time is 9 a.m. and the homilist will be Bishop William McManus of the Fort Wayne/South Bend Diocese.

**FACES OF COMMUNISM**

Yoga-savannah at 8 p.m. on Sat. Sept. 15. This examination of the most liberal state under communist rule shows a country neither nationalized nor state-controlled.

**TELEVISION**

PBS [CA-34]

As salaries increase

Firms battle for talent

NEW YORK (AP) - A battle for talented managers is leading to sharply higher salaries in the executive suite, with incomes of some key people jumping 50 percent and even 60 percent at a time.

"Corporate America is on the biggest binge of hoarding and prizing key executives since the early 1960's," said Eugene Jennings, an authority on corporate affairs who has been tracking the situation. "The surge of increases isn't unique in U.S. industrial history, but it is pushing incomes to previously unheard-of levels, and seems destined to make million-dollar incomes far more common."

"We'll see more million-dollar salaries in the next five years than we did in the previous ten," said Jennings. "The clear winners are top level executives with good records as general managers."

The condition leading to the higher salaries results from an economy in which some old-line companies are stagnated while newer concerns are forging ahead. Needing talent, the latter raid the former. As an inducement, the expansion companies once offered 40 percent or a bit more to obtain from a stagnant company a key executive, usually a the manager of a corporate division, or even the corporation itself.

Now, with professional search firms adding to the pressure, the pot has been increased to as much as 60 percent of existing salaries. "Good general managers are scarce," said Jennings.

Jennings, a professor of management at Michigan State, author of many books on corporate affairs who has been spending years tracking executive moves, said: "Corporate America is on the retaining end of a cycle," said Jennings. He spotted the beginnings of the cycle 2 or 3 years ago. At first the stagnant companies were caught off guard. Now they are fighting hard, he said.

"Whenever you have this situation you have talent on the move, crossing organizational and job boundaries," he said.

"We are in the retaining end of a cycle," said Jennings. He predicted the beginnings of the cycle 2 or 3 years ago. At first the stagnant companies were caught off guard. Now they are fighting hard, he said.

"The surge of increases isn't unique in U.S. industrial history, but it is pushing incomes to previously unheard-of levels, and seems destined to make million-dollar incomes far more common."
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The Daily Crossword

ACROSS 34 Wise — owl
1 Lamb girl 35 — Pompilius
5 Beach craft 36 With 38 A, character in the sea
9 Pitch symbol 61 Sined
13 Sues 62 Remains, in
14 Moderates 63 Fruits
15 Crise 64 Cat
16 Author of a sea tale 65 Greek language
19 Three It. 66 What’s — for me?
20 Military craft character
21 Chasm 42 Involves
22 Ninny 43 Occupying a sea tale
23 Eskimo 44 Newspaper
25 Jostles 46 Navigation
28 Deletions 47 News item
33 A. — Doyle 48 German
34 Wise — owl 49 Ranch abode: var. animal
58 Unwilling 50 — relief
Yesterday’s Puzzle Solved:

DOWN 39 Official 24 Turner of listener films
1 Largest decision part 42 Involves
2 Having 45 Tender
3 Frost hazards 46 Navigation
4 Second 49 Traffic
5 Intertwine 50 By way of, for short
6 Cigars for short 51 Slippy
7 Wires 52 Former lands
8 Comp. pt. ones 53 County in Scotland
9 Baby bed 54 Arrow
10 Woman lambs 55 Head: si.
11 Breakfast 56 Italian
12 Compositions 57 Wind city
13 Spiritual joy 58 Before JFK
14 Spiritual wine city joy
15 Ancient Palestinian
16 Author of a sea tale
17 Ancient Palestinian
18 Scram!: Ger. 60 Swiss
canton
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LEAPIN’ LEDGERS!
HP makes professional business calculators students can afford.

Great Grinnin’ Gazookus!
 Hewlett-Packard has always made swell professional business calculators. Cept now they make some just for a student’s needs and pocketbook.

They call ’em Series E. First is th’ HP-37E Business Management for just $75* Yep, it’s your best bet in a basic financial calculator. Fer’, instance it has the HP “cash flow sign convention” for intuitive problem solving—you don’t have to know all that usual confusin’ calculator stuff. And get a load of this: the HP-37E solves complex time and money problems so important to business students. Stuff like compound interest and growth, investment yield, return on investment and much more.

Then there’s the HP-38E Advanced Financial with Programmability for only $120* If you gotta do the same calculations over and over a couple o’ million times—this is your baby. Just key in your program once and it’s ready to go over and over. It’s a breeze.

Course the HP-38E has all the power of the HP-37E, plus: Internal Rate of Return and Net Present Value for up to 1,980 cash flows in 20 groups; a 2,000-year calendar; 5 financial and 20 user memories; up to 99 program lines. Sufferin’ Sunfish! These are some calculators. So you really oughta see your HP dealer in short order. For the address: CALL TOLL FREE 800-648 4711 except for Alaska or Hawaii. In Nevada call 800-992-5710. And don’t forget to ask your dealer for a free copy of “A buyer’s guide to HP professional calculators.” It’ll help you in makin’ the right choice. Sure as shootin’
Molarity

Pigeons

by Michael Molinelli

by McClure/Byrnes

For better grades, spend less time studying.

We’ll show you how...free.

Would you like to:

☐ Raise your grade average without long hours over texts.
☐ End all-night cramming sessions.
☐ Breeze through all your studying in as little as 1/3 the time.
☐ Have more free time to enjoy yourself.
☐ Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better concentration, understanding, and recall.

Evelyn Wood works — over 1 million people, including students, executives, senators, and even presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonstration will show you how to save hundreds of hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to increase your speed immediately with some simple new reading techniques).

It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it.

Evelyn Wood RD2 will open your eyes.

© 1978 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS A URS COMPANY

Baseball

American League

East

Baltimore 68 69 70
Milwaukee 65 65 65 .989
Boston 74 73 72 .988
New York 78 80 82 .919
Chicago 74 71 70 .919
Toronto 81 80 79 .915

West

California 89 91 94 .946
Kansas City 77 81 88 .997 3
Minneapolis 81 75 104
Texas 73 74 497 719
Chicago 83 62 151 181
Seattle 81 86 415 191
Oakland 85 98 341 291

Thursday's Games

New York 10, Boston 3
Baltimore 13, Florida 4
Cleveland at Detroit, ppg, rain
Cleveland 7, Minnesota 5
Minnesota 7, Texas 4, 12 innings

Cleveland (Barcar 6-4) at Toronto (Shah 8-4)
Boston (Torres 14-11) at Baltimore (Stone 9-6)

California (Hur 9-12) at Milwaukee (Giontenon 14-13)
Oakland (Englund 13-13) at Chicago (Baukinger 13-8)
Seattle (Ramirez 8-9) at Kansas City (Ske 13-10)

Bio: Evelyn Wood

Evelyn Wood’s new RD2 reading system makes it all possible.

Evelyn Wood worked — over 1 million people, including students, executives, senators, and even presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonstration will show you how to save hundreds of hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to increase your speed immediately with some simple new reading techniques).

It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it.

Evelyn Wood RD2 will open your eyes.

© 1978 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS A URS COMPANY
Wanted: Students to work tracks, perform 
regular radio broadcasts, and attend 
King’s Collegiate in Rosetta.
Part-time help wanted. Job is working 
cases for 3 hours per day. Call Arlene 
Graves for information. Call on Sun. 
10th between 4 and 5 p.m.

Wanted: Sworn Swag: group of 
UAW union workers needs a cook for 
your year around program. Call 219-975-9900 
for further information and interview.
Wanted: Riders to: Philadelphia area, or 
pnt. East Fri. Sept. 14, Call Betty 
364-0607.

Clean-out crew needed at Darby’s. 5 
mornings per week, 3 hours per day. Call 
Darby at 230-9668.

Dishes, Given on Grady area, this 
Friday. Tip 616.

For Rent

Furnished country house, private, 
with yard, nearby campus. Ideal for two to six, 
$774-0695, 788-0695.

Tickets

Need Michigan State big. 
Call 219-707.

Must have UNO for 
Game. Call 219-702.

Need 4 GA tickets for 
Georgia Tech or UC. Can trade 4 
South Carolina tickets. Call 
Judy 325-0697.

Need 2 USC or 
Carolina tickets. Call Kathy 476-0629.

Need Georgia vs. Mich. 
St. or Georgia Tech. Call Tom 369-0629.

Need 7 South Carolina 

Need any amount of 
GA tix for MSU or USC. Match any 
offer! 1984-95. Jeff.

Need 1 Georgia Tech 
Ticket. Will pay. 
Floyd 367-0629.

Need 2 GA Sonaist tickets. 
Call Bill 367-0696.

Will trade 4 A & M 
Football tickets. Together. Call 
Diane 219-974-9900 or 
Dora 219-974-9901.

Have 2 MSU’s 2 GA’s, will 
trade for a 2 Georgia Tech 
GA ticket. Call Jeff 369-0629.

Will use 50 for a 
pair Georgia Tech and 
Mark 1497.

Please help me get 
4 or 4 N-D Pistol tickets for this Friday. 
Thank you! I give 50. Call John 369-0629.

Need 2 GA for USC 
will make deal. 
277-0692.

CASH FOR YOUR SHARKS

I need 2 GA UC tickets. Use 
USC Help 369-0697.

Northern Illinois 
Tickets. Will pay top 
Cash call Bill 219-369-0690.

Need GA 4 GA tickets for 
Sonaist game. W illing to 
trade. Call Lowell at 
322-9629.

Desperately need 2 GA for Tennessee.

Must get 2 GA tickets to any 
home game. Will pay 
Cash Low 369-0695.

Need 4 GA for 
MSU. Will pay top 
Cash John 369-0629.

USC 5 Girlls tix for 
best offer. Call Cindy 
369-0629.

For State, large quantity of 
golf balls. All right 
Very Good. Call Jack 
369-0629.

Martha, Robert Vogel P-57 new 
cell phones, new Radios, 
Brash shoes, match sound, 
very good. Call Jennifer 
292-9629.

For Sale: Moped-deed of repair: 
Highest bid. Name Frank Church 464-0694.

For Sale: Free to the 1st 
2 N.D. Amato game in 
Tokyo, Japan. A fifteen day 
vacation to the Orient for only $50.00. 
For ticket call Haiti 292-9629.

For Sale: 4 GA tickets for any 
home game. Call Jack 219-369-0695.

For Sale: Samoa T.W.O 
T-shirts honors 
Excellence condition. Best offer. Call 
Bob 369-0629.

Camex, new and old 
DC, Marvel, 
Stark, Cap, 
Lukas, etc., 
Comicon 9-29-95.

Free Catalog: 
Asian jewelry, 
cosmetics, 
Cosmetics for 
men, women, 
children. 287-0695.

Atlantic 1500 percent 
discount fax. 
Call Betty 369-0629.

1977 Kawasaki 150- 
rust condition with 
less than 300 miles. $300.00. 
Call John 369-0629.

Order of Sons 
and Daughters, 
Rасe, pizza, merger. 
clean-up. A 
15th June.

Tune your Restaurant is 
now for sale and 
game-time buildings. 
High wages, 
cozy atmosphere and 
hourly. Apply in 
person or call 219-369-0695.

Bull’s head Restaurant is 
now for sale and 
game-time buildings. 
High wages, 
cozy atmosphere and 
hourly. Apply in 
person or call 219-369-0695.

Wanted: Be the Boy! 815-0629

For Sale

Furnished house, private, 
2 bedrooms, near campus. Ideal for two to six, 
$774-0695, 788-0695.

Tix to Georgia Tech 
and a home game. 
Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call 
Judy 325-0697.

Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call Judy 325-0697.

Money no object. Need 4 GA tickets for 
Georgia Tech or USC. Can trade 4 
South Carolina tickets. Call 
Judy 325-0697.

Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call Judy 325-0697.

Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call Judy 325-0697.

Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call Judy 325-0697.

Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call Judy 325-0697.

Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call Judy 325-0697.

Willing to give almost 
anything for 3 
Tix to Georgia Tech 
or 4 tickets to any 
home game. Call Judy 325-0697.
Devine has much better conference opponent in the Dame is ready to tackle that loss, Devine finds himself regular season. scored a touchdown on the last later Michigan's last loss to a non-carrer, and both times his Arbor twice in his coaching um will be 2:20 EST, 3:20 in as they face the Michigan will repeat itself this Saturday. Devine is hoping that history Devine has traveled to Ann Arched him to coach his career, and both times his Michigan has come home with victories. In 1959 Mizzou scored a touchdown on the last play of the game against Michigan, 20-15. Ten years later Michigan defeated the Wolverines, 40-17, Michigan's last loss to a non-conference opponent in the regular season. So ten years later that Michigan loss, Devine finds himself in Michigan Stadium again, as the Blue and Gold looks like the nation's toughest schedule. The Irish coach thinks Notre Dame is ready to tackle that schedule. "I think our intensity has been much better this time than a year ago," Devine said, "possibly because of the schedule we're looking at during the month of September. Playing Michigan, Purdue and Michigan State to start the year ought to be all we need to get us going."

The way the matchups look right now, Michigan and Notre Dame will be sending their top units onto the field at the same time. "There's too much doubt in my mind that Michigan's defense will be one of our biggest tests of the season," Devine admitted. Notre Dame's biggest strength is its offense. The Wolverine defense is led by inside linebacker Ron Simpkins. The 6-1, 220-pound senior has been selected to several pre-season All-American teams, and could become Michigan's all-time leading tackler this weekend, needing only eight more stops to surpass Calvin O'Neill on the all-time list.

Anchoring the front line is another All-American possibility, defensive tackle Curtis Greer, who tied for the team lead in tackles in the Wolverines' opening win over Northwestern. The 6-3, 345-pound senior has come in to play with middle guard Mike Trogvica for the game this season.

Defensive backs Mike Jolly and Mike Harden, who were both selected to the first team All-Big Ten squad last year, return to lead the secondary. "There's not much doubt Notre Dame will be sending their top players," Devine admitted. Notre Dame's offense should provide a solid test for Michigan, although the Irish will be depending on the play of some new starters if they hope to repeat some points.

Halback Vagas Ferguson is ND's biggest asset, as he begins his assault on Jerome Heavens' career rushing mark. The 6-2, 202-pound senior, who already holds the single-game and season rushing marks, needs 648 yards to break Heavens' record, set last year. The fullback spot was left open after injuries to Pete Buchanan and Dave Mitchell, and Notre Dame is depending upon fresh- men during the game. Devine said that junior walk-on Bob Burger may be starting on Saturday. On defense, six sophomores are slated to start for the Irish, but Michigan is also depending heavily on its upperclassmen. Admission free.

Meyers has no regrets about tryout